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The subject of nonlinear wave-particle interactions in the magnetospheric and iono-
spheric plasmas has attracted considerable attention. For example, such interactions have
been discussed in terms of the destniction of adiabatic invariants of trapped particles in the
radiation belt ( Kennel and Petchek, 1966; Schultz and i_ 3nzerotti, 1974; Williams. 19751,
Ei
and in terms of the production of a strong braking action against a field aligned flow of
electrons (Block, 197.5; Papadopoulos, 19771. Satellite plasma wave observations have indi-
cated the relevance of nonlinear wave-particle interactions to the energetics of the magneto-
sphere and the ionosphere [Scarf, 1975 	 Undoubtedly, there must be nonlinear plasma
processes involved in the naturally occurring phenomena. To specify the relevant process,
however, is difficult in most cases because of restricted on-board diagnostic capabilities in
addition to complicated initial and boundary conditions of the ambient plasma. In order to
determine the roles of specific nonlinear processes it will be necessary to conduct active
experiments in space where the boundary and initial conditions are chosen so as ;o simplify
I
the analysis. Although such active controlled space experiments are mainly in the planning	 r
stage [Benson, 1977; Fredricks, 19781 , important information cart be obtained froth simple
wave transmission experiments perfornied with ionospheric sounders carried on-board satel-
lites in the topside ionosphere. 	 1
The Alouette and ISIS topside sounders stimulate electrostatic waves in addition to the
^^	 I
electromagnetic waves which are used to obtain electron density profiles from the satellite
altitude down to the altitude of the F, peak. The electrostatic waves give rise to plasma
resonances. These resonances, which persist for many milliseconds after the 0.1 cosec stimu-
lating sounder pulse, are illustrated in Figure 1. Explanations have been offered for all of
them except for the resonance obser v ed at the ambient electron cyclotron frequency fH .	 '	 I t
1	 ^
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In addition to the above theoretical arguments, ;he obs:ivational evidence does not
support the concept of a nonlinear 3-wave interaction iinolving the fQ 3 wave as an energy
source. Figure 2 shows a typical example of the amplitude evolution of the fQ 3 -fit, and
	
i	 thl waves observed during a period of.ounder mixed-mode operation. In this mode of ISIS
	
1!	 I	 I operation, the frequency of the stimulating Rl : pulse is fixed at 0.82 Nil L, %% p ile the re-
^^	 ceiver fre quency is swept over the normal frequency range. Since the plasma perturbation is
identical for all values of the receiver frequency, mutual interactions among the three waves,
it' they exist, Should he clearly . •hserved. 71rr f	 wave, however. shows a build up of signalQ?
strength after the trnnination of the xounderpulSr whereas the flit and 'tll v ive are ob-
sened initialli •
 with a !.-rge amplitude. This behavior is opposite to what would lie expected
if the fill wave grew at the exlx rise of the I' 3 wave in a nonlinear 3 wave interaction. The
results presented in Figun• 2 are not signiticantly dependent on the position of the center of
the wide frequency spectrum of the transmitted pulse, relative to the resonant frt•qucncies
of concern, I+ecause similar results ate obtained on many consecutive ionogranns trconled
du ring changing plasma conditions.
The observational evidence dose s not even Support the possibility of the soun der-
stimulated f  3 wave as the required energy source. The i'Q 3 wave is sonretunes missing or
very weak when the f Di wave is present and the duration of the fQ 1 wave is usually less
than the duration of the f lit wa%e when long duration fl)I waves are observed (see Figure 3).
In addition, the results of the detailed frequency Sealing presented in Figure 4indicate that
I
the 3 wave coupling process proposed by Oya is not strictly Satisfied Since f 111 + _'t11 > fQ3 =
I
(I•Q?)max wherr (fQ 3)ma\ is (lie n;aximum frequency of the Bernstein mode (k • B = 0)
associated with fQ.j. Therefor• , the nonlinear model involving the f`1 t wave has many the-
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In the present model for the diffuse restmum.e it is Assumed that the tilt wave is an
unstable electron-cyclotron har.nunic waNc Fills wave is ilmen by tit mmitiolll:electron
velocity distribution cre ated by the high-1,o% vt sounder Inllse. the fri yuency tit' the 1111
resonance is detennnletl by the instabili ty . The time duration Is attrIbutetl to the transit-
tittle of the t,)l wane prop.I.:lttng back it, the antenna. A linear theoretical con sider.•Iion.
ho%► ever, Indicates Ih.It the It, strong Landat damping the Instability-1 ► rt,du:etl %%Avvs have a
shorter lifetime than the observed duration of till' I I)t resonance. III order It , o%er:ollle this
dissipation process. .I Illechatimn is required to teed energy to the t i)l wa.e. A I1onlinvai
Landau tlanll , nlg of the soun,ler stnnul.lti tl 'Il l wan: 11110 the fill %% 1,e 1% IIINA • ,1 for this
purpose.
Instability. An Actual c ,tivninciital:onditlon of It1Iltl. mcn(al Importance to the pro-
hosed model is th.lt the transmitted RI :
 Sounder-l,ulse has a finite frctlurn:y width and sev-
er.,l harn oleic co1111 ,onents IFranklin and Madden. I` ln`)I When tile :enter frequency of
the K1 = I , IIIse is bet%%een t it .nld 'f it . as In the notinal case of obsening the fill resonance,
a substantial Amount of I ►r%%er 1% transmitted n; ar 'ftl 1 ltenst ►n, I Q -41 %% Inch InotiLl es all
anisolrop, by elec tron cydotrotl resotlatic: heating. ( File transverse acceleration will IY
strongest for those electrons v.inch spend tilt' lollt'eM tittle Nlthlll t e l: ICI' region. thlls, the
electrons with small I , .nallel velocity v ii %%111 gam I luvh verl,endi ul: r %elt,city v i al Fle:tlt,n
cyclotron rest , nan:e homing has been I , to%ed it ,
 
be highl% efficient III Illam laboratory vv
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observed time duration of 25 cosec. The required radius of the hot region is therefore :^30
times the tip-to-tip Alouette/ISIS antenna length of 73 m. For the much more common
duration of I I cosec, the required radius becomes 0.9 km or about 10 antenna lengths. In
either case the distances must be considered as upper-limits because transit-time effects of
the RF field to initiate the hot region remote from the antenna may be significant [Oya and
Benson, 19721 but have not been included.
Nonlinear Landau Damping. The time duration of the f-Bl resonance will be consider-
ably less than this upper limit of r/V,, set by perpendicular convection unless there is an
additional energy feeding mechanism. A mechanism involving a transfer of energy from the
sounder-stimulated 2fH wave to the instability-generated fn l wave is consistent with obser-
vations because the duration of the 2fH
 resonance is always longer than that of the fD1
resonance (see Figure 3). The long duration of the 2f H resonance indicates that it is a
plasma wave which, by itself, interacts with the particles very weakly. Thus the 21` 11 wave is
assumed to be a Bernstein wave with k almost perpendicular to B. Such a wave cannot be
produced by instabilities because an instability implies a strong wave-particle interaction. It
can, however, be emitted from the antenna as a broad band component at 2fH as suggested
by Benson 119741. 
 Thus the energy radiated at 2f1[ due to this broad frequency spectrum
enters into the present model in 2 ways: the strong RF near field and obliquely propagating
electrostatic waves provid e; the cyclotron heating needed to initiate an anisotropic electron
velocity distribution, while the transmitted electrostatic wave energy with 0 	 900 experi-
ences negligible wave-particle interactions and thus can persist for a long time. The former
leads to the plasma wave instability of the present model, whereas the latter is involved in
the nonlinear wave-particle interaction.
Essentially the above nonline ar mechanism is the process of nonlinear Landau damping 	 I	 ►
i
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The above model is consistent with the long duration (-20 cosec) diffu-e resonances
served on topside ionograms and indicates that nonlinear Landau damping, which has
been observed in laboratory plasmas, can be an important process to space.
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Figure 1. A portion of an Alo-., tie 2 ionogram illustrating resonances. It was recorded at 1214:22 UT on
4 May 1967. The duration	 me stimulating transmitter pulse is confined to the top 0.1 msec of the tono-
gram; more than 400 such pulses ( each separated in frequency by 4 113 kHz) were transmitted in the portion
of the ionogram reproduced. The heavy vertical traces are resonances which are stimulated by these pulses,
they are identified at the op of the ionogram by the frequency at which they occur (the plasma resonance
is identified by the common ionospheric notation of f N rather than the c mmon plasma physics notation of
fl, used in the text). The weaker non-vertical traces are due to the ionospheric reflection of electromagnetic
waves radiated by the sounder.
































6	 Figure 2. Signal amplitude vs. time traces corresponding to the reception of
	
1	 the f tm t , 2fH , and fp 3 resonances tin the ISIS I ionogram recorded at
	
8	 2227:52 UT on 23 April 1 1469 when fr,/fH - 2.4. The corresponding iono-
	
Dzi„	 5	 gram display of these data can be seen in Figure 4b of Ova 119711.
	
Dl o,	 4
3 ,t 	Figure 3. Duration of the diffuse resonance Df i„ (bottom), ratio of the
	
2	 •	 •	 duration of the 2f,, resonance D_fr t to Dflmt (middle). and the ratio of
	
1	 ---- --•-•--_-----	 •---•- ........-•-	 the duration of the ft) m resonance Df03 to Df tmr ( top) as a function of
	
0	 (1'r,/fit ) r . The duration measurements correspond to the maximum de-
tected resonant duration. In some cases a fairly long duration corresponded25 r	 to an extremely faint re.;onance trace For example, in addition to the ab-
	
E	 20	 sence of an f.3 resonance on the ionogram with if r fH ) r = 6.91, the f V 3
	
o	 t5	 resonance corresponding to the entries at If If) r = 6.60 Wand 6.98 were
	
8	 10	 T	 extremely faint. The data are from pass 6lRlot the Alouette 2 satellite as
	
5	 recorded at the Quito telemetry station. The ionogram of Figure I corre-
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